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Art Maker: Drawing Techniques

Art Maker: Drawing Techniques makes illustration as easy as lifting up a pencil! 
For beginners or more experienced drawing enthusiasts alike, this highly 
comprehensive kit explains how to achieve lifelike drawings of almost any 
subject! After providing a strong grounding in the basics of composition and 
layout and working with colour, lessons range from how to hold the pencil to 
drawing still life, flowers, animals, landscapes and portraits.
With everything included to start a hobby to last a lifetime inside, anyone can get 
ready to draw with skill and confidence, today.

•48-page sketchbook
•48-page instruction book
•10 grey pencils
•2 charcoal pencils
•1 eraser
•1 fineliner 
•3 torillions 
•1 pencil sharpener

ISBN: 9781488916298
Product Size: 255 x 30 x 28mm



Art Maker: How to Draw Manga

Ichi! Ni! San! Drawing manga is as easy as 1-2-3 in Hinkler’s How to Draw Manga 
kit. Fans of this highly distinctive Japanese art form will learn every aspect of 
drawing manga: from how to hold the pen, to creating a wireframe and drawing 
awesome Manga hair with life and body. Vitally, the 48-page instruction book 
includes an all-important masterclass on how to draw ‘manga eyes’ that makes it 
the highly recognized art form it is today!
With everything inside needed to start your new hobby, art enthusiasts can get 
ready to draw manga, today.

•48-page sketchbook
•48-page instruction book
•6 specialist manga pens
•1 fineliner

ISBN: 9781488916175 
Product Size: 255 x 30 x 28mm



The ancient and stunning art of Chinese Brush Painting has been around for over 
6 000 years – but learning it has never been easier or more desirable than with 
this beautiful kit. Budding artists can join multi-award-winning Chinese brush-
painter William Cai as he guides you through seven step-by-step artworks, 
including the traditional beginner paintings of the ‘4 Gentleman’ of Chinese Brush 
Painting: bamboo, plum blossom, orchid, and chrysanthemum. Learn how to 
make more complex and spectacular masterpieces like a panda family or a 
sweeping landscape! Beginners and experienced painters alike will be creating 
tranquil and expressive wall hangings in no time!

What's Included
• traditional black ink
• two specialised brushes
• large sheets of rice paper
• 5 paints
• a 48-page instructional book

ISBN: 9781488938368 
Product Size: 330 x 255mm

Art Maker Chinese Brush Painting (Portrait)



Art Maker Creative Lettering Masterclass Kit

Bursting with innovative inspiration, Creative Lettering Masterclass will have you 
illustrating beautiful letters, words and phrases in no time at all! Created in 
collaboration with professional hand-letterers, this instructional guide includes 
hand-lettering alphabets, exercises, and fun projects for beginners and 
experienced letterers alike.
The 64-page instructional book introduces you to all the hand-lettering essentials, 
including tools, techniques and terminology. Master a range of medieval, vintage 
and retro alphabets and discover fun lettering projects with step-by-step 
instructions and practice grids, as well as handy insider tips and tricks. Then, take 
your lettering to the next level with advanced design and composition ideas!

What's Included
•64-page instructional book
•32-page sketchpad
•6 dual-tipped lettering pens
•mechanical pencil
•eraser shield
•Eraser

ISBN: 9781488910074 
Product Size: 330 x 255mm



Watercolor pencils are high-quality pencils that create a watercolour-paint effect 
when water is applied. This gives them the special ability to create dreamy 
compositions with both pencil-drawing and painterly effects. The contemporary 
twist on this is to add a third medium to the mix: black fineliner pen!
Phenomenal watercolour artist Debbie Lavreys takes the budding artist on a 
journey across the watercolour-pencil spectrum via seven varied, step-by-step 
projects – from more a traditional forest landscape to brightly plumaged toucan, 
to modern-style portraits and a fresh styling of terrariums.
What's Included
10 watercolour pencils
two traditional brushes
a black fine-liner pen
sheets of watercolour paper
a waterbrush
48-page instruction book

ISBN: 9781488938429
Product Size: 330 x 235mm

Art Maker Watercolour Pencils (Portrait)



Learning to draw has never been easier than with the Art Maker Drawing 
Fundamentals Carry Case. Author and artist Priscilla Heywood's message is clear: 
everyone can draw – it’s just a matter of learning the basic skills and techniques.

In the informative 64-page instruction book, Priscilla takes readers through 
equipment, shading techniques, lighting and achieving a sense of depth and 
distance, before moving on to art lessons covering still life, human figures, 
animals and landscapes. 
Includes 
• 10 artist-grade colour pencils
• 10 watercolour pencils
• 10 graphite pencils
• a 48-page sketchbook and a video activation card for a 45-minute masterclass 

in drawing.
• 10 artist-grade colour pencils
• 10 watercolour pencils
• 10 graphite pencils
• 64-page instruction book
• 48-page sketchbook
• video activation card
• Carry case

ISBN: 9781488943379 
Product Size: 394 x 281 x 55mm

Art Maker Drawing Fundamentals Carry Case



The Calligraphy Masterclass Carry Case is the ultimate introduction to the 
beautiful art of lettering and handwriting. Follow the simple instructions to 
master classic alphabet scripts and learn how to modify these styles to produce 
an infinite range of stunning effects.
Budding calligraphists will be crafting truly unique works including birthday cards, 
family documents, photo albums and more in no time! The carry case includes a 
48-page Calligraphy Masterclass instruction book, a 32-page exercise and practice 
book, a putty eraser, a pencil, three nibs, 20 ink refills, a calligraphy pen and a T-
ruler – all beautifully packaged in a portable case!
Calligraphy pen
20 ink refills
Three nibs
Pencil
Putty eraser
T-ruler
48-page instruction book
32-page exercise and practice book
Carry case

ISBN: 9781488943492 
Product Size: 394 x 281 x 55mm

Calligraphy Masterclass Carry Case



Calligraphy is a classic style of writing that conjures up images of fountain pens 
and old block-style fonts. The carefully swirling ink is reminiscent of a bygone era 
when people took the time to handwrite beautiful letters in flowing script. Now, 
calligraphy is experiencing a fashionable resurgence as people want to step back 
and learn the slow art of lettering.
The Brush Marker Lettering & Calligraphy Kit takes everything we know and love 
about calligraphy into the modern day. Featuring a huge 8 brush markers in the 
kit, as well as a 48-page instructional book and a 32-page sketchbook that 
discusses all the tips and tricks to creating stunning, modern calligraphic fonts.

8 dual-ended brush markers 
1 pencil
48-page instruction book
1 putty eraser
32-page sketchbook

ISBN: 9781488943850 
Product Size: 255 x 330 x 28mm

Brush Marker Lettering and Calligraphy Kit



Relax and de-stress with a little art therapy! This ultimate adult colouring kit 
features 18 coloured pencils, 12 metallic coloured pencils and a stunning 48-page 
illustrated colouring book.
Get inspired by wonderful, intricate images and let your colourful imagination run 
wild!
What's Included
30 pencils - with 12 metallic pencils
24 images to colour-in

ISBN: 9781488940217 
Product Size: 330mm x 250mm

Ultimate Colouring Experience: Majestic Creatures Kit



Learning how to paint with watercolour paints has never been easier or more 
enjoyable with Artmaker: Watercolour Masterclass. This comprehensive kit offers 
a practical guide and all the artistic tools that you need to begin practicing this 
exciting and evocative art style straight away!
This instructional 48-page book, Watercolour Masterclass, introduces you to the 
materials, equipment and skills associated with this popular technique. As a 
budding artist, you will be guided through a range of skills and styles of painting, 
before being taken step-by-step through stunning watercolour compositions with 
subjects ranging from a still-life composition to a picturesque canal and a fun 
scene of people unwinding at the beach.
This kit features everything you need to get painting right away: five sheets of 
300 gsm paper, a paint palette, four different paintbrushes and ten tubes of 
paints. In no time at all, you’ll be painting boldly and with confidence, producing 
interesting and beautiful effects and creating your own unique watercolour 
artworks that you can proudly put on display.

ISBN: 9781488914027
Product Size: 330mm x 250mm

Art Maker Watercolour Paints
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Colour by Number: Animals and More

Just by following a provided number colour chart which has been chosen 
specifically for the suitable scheme of each picture you can create intricate 
works of art. Using colours that are readily available everyone can enjoy the 
satisfaction of artistic past-times without anxiety of colour choice this is pure 
relaxation at its best. With the trending areas of geometric styled animals and 
mandalas these books are a great time out for all busy adults. Also Available -
Colour By Number Mandalas

ISBN: 9781488930805 
Format: Book 48 pages
Dimensions: 5 x 210 x 274mm



Colour by Number: Mandalas

Just by following a provided number colour chart which has been chosen 
specifically for the suitable scheme of each picture you can create intricate 
works of art. Using colours that are readily available everyone can enjoy the 
satisfaction of artistic past-times without anxiety of colour choice this is pure 
relaxation at its best. With the trending areas of geometric styled animals and 
mandalas these books are a great time out for all busy adults. Also Available -
Colour By Number Animals

ISBN: 9781488930928 
Format: Book 48 pages
Dimensions: 5 x 210 x 274mm
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Kaleidoscope Calligraphy Kit

Kaleidoscope Calligraphy Kit brings an elegant flourish to the every day!

Use the calligraphy pen with 2 nibs and 3 ink cartridges to develop a signature
lettering style, adding sheen, gloss and highlights with the 2 gel pens in
contemporary colours. The 48-page practice pad inside provides a comprehensive
introduction to calligraphy, lettering tips, inspirational quotes, and illustrations to
accentuate all lettering work. Best of all, the 2 customisable cards and 4 gift tags
in this kit can be customised and shared with friends and family.

Key Features:

• Calligraphy and hand-lettering is a hot trend in home décor and stationery, making this an
appealing kit for hobbyists at home.
• Includes everything required to get lettering, with calligraphy pen, 2 nibs and 3 ink
cartridges, plus 2 gel pens. The 48-page pad provides instruction and room to practice, with
2 tear-out customisable cards and 4 gift tags.
• For more exciting calligraphy and lettering titles offered by Hinkler, please visit:
https://www.hinkler.com.au/search?q=calligraphy

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488922305
Series Kaleidoscope

Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 290mm x 230mm x 28mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

48 pages

16

Stationery Plus



Kaleidoscope Colouring Erasables: Ocean Wonders

Get ready to create intricately patterned coral, amazing underwater worlds and
bright, colourful sea life with Kaleidoscope Colouring Erasables: Ocean Wonders!

Budding artists can colour and create their own uniquely patterned artwork with
the nifty erasable feature of the 5 double-ended markers included in this cool kit.
With 24 pages of incredible artwork to colour, plus a sheet of cute customisable
stickers, this is the perfect kit for creative kids.

Key Features:

• This kit includes: a 48-page pad with 24 colouring pages, 5 double-ended erasable markers
and a sheet of customisable stickers.
• Kaleidoscope Colouring kits continue to be successful at retail, selling high volume.
• Includes tear-out colouring pages for displaying finished works.

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488921728
Series Kaleidoscope

Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 0mm x 0mm x 0mm

Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

48 pages

16

Stationery Plus



Kaleidoscope Etch Art Creations: Butterfly Garden

Enter a world of magic and wonder with Kaleidoscope Etch Art Creations: 
Butterfly Garden! Create a magnificent poster, a beautiful photo-frame and more 
using the etch-art panels and stylus! This kit offers an exciting way to explore 
creativity and make awesome works of art.
Draw on the etch-art panels with the stylus to uncover the bright art underneath, 
making pictures or patterns burst with life! This kit contains everything needed to 
get started: an etching stylus, 16-page instruction book, eight patterned etch-art 
panels, eight plain etch-art panels and three stencils.
• 16-page instructional book
• etching stylus
• 16 reveal panels

ISBN: 9781488915727
230 x 290 x 20mm



Enter a world of magic and wonder with Kaleidoscope Etch Art Creations: 
Butterfly Garden! Create a magnificent poster, a beautiful photo-frame and more 
using the etch-art panels and stylus! This kit offers an exciting way to explore 
creativity and make awesome works of art.
Draw on the etch-art panels with the stylus to uncover the bright art underneath, 
making pictures or patterns burst with life! This kit contains everything needed to 
get started: an etching stylus, 16-page instruction book, eight patterned etch-art 
panels, eight plain etch-art panels and three stencils.

• 16-page instructional book
• etching stylus
• 16 reveal panels

ISBN: 9781488915710 
Product Size: 230 x 290 x 20mm

Kaleidoscope Etch Art Creations: Magical Creatures
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Zap! Extra: DIY Putty Lab

Get ready for hours of entertainment with Zap! Extra DIY Putty Lab! Squish,
decorate, and experiment with your very own play-putty creations!

This fun-filled kit has enough putty to get you started, plus a 48-page book about
all the cool things you can do with it. There are projects for magnetic putty, glow-
in-the-dark putty, rainbow putty and heaps more! Plus, learn about the history
and science behind this sticky, mouldable material, as well as its practical uses.
There are loads of bonus tips for things you can add to your putty to make it even
more fun. Time to get creative!

Key Features:

• Amazing value for an on-trend product – this kit includes 5g clear putty, 5g green putty, 5g
blue putty and 5g iron-filing-filled magnetic putty, plus 4 pots for storing putty mixtures and
stickers to label them.
• Encourages creative expression and appreciation for a new hobby, with a focus on the
science of putty.
• Perfect for the budget-conscious consumer who wants high-quality products.
• Hinkler's Zap! Extra series is an evergreen worldwide bestseller, constantly reprinting in
several different formats and languages.
• The Zap! Extra series is an affordable gift solution featuring popular crafts and activities,
available in a diverse range of subjects to cover all interests.

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488920066
Series Zap! Extra

Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 260mm x 190mm x 35mm
Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

48 pages

6

Children's Craft Plus



Zap! Extra: Mix 'n' Make Lip Care Kit

Want to learn how to create luscious lip balms and nurturing lip scrubs?
Zap! Extra Mix and Make: Lip Care Kit contains a 48-page book filled with
information about lip care plus step-by-step instructions for making your very
own glossy lip balms and simple lip scrubs, as well as the ingredients to get
started straight away!
Learn how to care for your lips, including sun protection and hydration, and how
to choose the best products for your skin type. Then, follow the recipes to make
12 different lip balms and scrubs. From chocolate-flavoured to berry-scented to
shimmer and shine, there’s a gorgeous range of lip treatments for you to make
and enjoy.

Key Features:

• Amazing value for an on-trend product – this kit includes 18g shea butter, 5g wax chips, 1
bottle of berry fragrance, 3 empty lip balm tubes, 1 stirring stick and a sheet of decorative
stickers: everything you need to mix three delicious lip balms!
• Encourages creative expression and appreciation for a new hobby, with a focus on natural,
eco-friendly ingredients.
• Perfect for the budget-conscious consumer who wants high-quality products.
• Hinkler's Zap! Extra series is an evergreen worldwide bestseller, constantly reprinting in
several different formats and languages.
• The Zap! Extra series is an affordable gift solution featuring popular crafts and activities,
available in a diverse range of subjects to cover all interests.

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488919947
Series Zap! Extra

Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 260mm x 190mm x 35mm
Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

48 pages

6

Children's Craft



Zap! Extra: Puffy Sticker Studio

Get creative with Zap! Extra Puffy Sticker Studio. These delightful stickers bring so
much joy – and now you can make your own! This fun kit includes a super-cute
puffy sticker maker, plus foam and adhesive to create 30 awesome stickers.
The 48-page book features detailed step-by-step instructions for using your puffy
sticker maker, plus 12 pages of perforated sticker artwork to choose from: funky
pre-coloured designs, line art to colour yourself, or simple blank templates to
draw and design your own unique artwork!
Feeling super-creative? Learn how to create stickers from prints or photos and
turn them into sweet-scented creations, fridge magnets, or even earrings!

Key Features:

• Amazing value for an on-trend product – this kit includes a cute puffy sticker maker in
Hinkler’s own unique design, 2 sheets of foam discs, 2 sheets of sticker adhesive, and 12
pages of perforated sticker artwork: everything you need to create 30 puffy stickers!
• Encourages creative expression and appreciation for a new hobby.
• Perfect for the budget-conscious consumer who wants high-quality products.
• Hinkler's Zap! Extra series is an evergreen worldwide bestseller, constantly reprinting in
several different formats and languages.
• The Zap! Extra series is an affordable gift solution featuring popular crafts and activities,
available in a diverse range of subjects to cover all interests.

Specifications:
ISBN 9781488920004
Series Zap! Extra

Territory World
Size (h x w x d) 260mm x 190mm x 35mm
Page Extent

Carton Qty

Category

48 pages

6

Colour and Activity
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Pub date: January 2021

Series: Puzzlebilities

Territory: World

Size: (h x w x d) 241mm x 241mm x 45mm

Page Extent: 500 pieces

Carton Qty: 6

Category: Jigsaw Children’s

ISBN: 9354537001667



Pub date: January 2021

Series: Puzzlebilities

Territory: World

Size: (h x w x d) 241mm x 241mm x 45mm

Page Extent: 500 pieces

Carton Qty: 6

Category: Jigsaw Children’s

ISBN: 9354537001674


